Use of single cell gel electrophoresis assays for the detection of DNA-protective effects of dietary factors in humans: recent results and trends.
This article summarises the results of human dietary intervention trials employing the comet assay (single cell gel electrophoresis, SCGE), which have been published in the last few years (i.e., between 2005 and 2008) and describes new trends and developments as well as current problems concerning the design of intervention trials and the interpretation of the results. Most new studies were carried out with complex plant derived foods and juices; only a few were conducted with individual food constituents. With specific vegetables, for example with water cress and Brussels sprouts, potent antioxidant effects were observed; also coffee caused a protective effect and it is notable that it was more effective than consumption of a diet containing increased levels of fruits and vegetables. Interesting recent developments include the development of protocols which enable us to monitor protection towards genotoxic chemicals contained in the human diet, and it was shown in preliminary studies that alterations of the activities of drug metabolising enzymes by dietary factors lead to altered sensitivity of lymphocytes against DNA damage caused by certain dietary carcinogens. Another novel approach is the development of methods to monitor the effects of dietary factors on DNA repair. The development of protocols for experiments with exfoliated buccal cells is another potentially valuable innovation. The adequate experimental design of SCGE trials is still a matter of debate and the evaluation of the available data shows that there is an urgent need to develop guidelines concerning the number of participants, sampling periods, duration of trials, use of placebos, and definition of adequate run-in and wash-out phases. Recent studies showed that the results of dietary studies could be biased by factors such as age, sex, body mass index and life style habits and by seasonal effects. Another still unsolved problem is the interpretation of the results of SCGE trials in regard to potential beneficial health effects. The use of -omics techniques may contribute to provide mechanistic explanations in addition to conventional approaches (such as enzyme measurements). Information on health effects of dietary factors and on prevention of diseases related to DNA damage can also be obtained in experiments with animals, using SCGE to detect decreases in DNA damage in inner organs.